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obedience, and to lead with courage, skill, and energy-a

man who has done much in every climate to sustain and

expand the reputation of the British Empire.

Now, what has led to so decided a contrast? I cannot

help thinking that one fundamental cause is to be traced to

the great difference between the geological structure and

consequent scenery of Ireland and the Highlands. By far

the greater part of Ireland is occupied by the Carboniferous

limestone, which, in gently undulating sheets, spreads out

as a vast plain. Round the margin of this plain the older

formations rise as a broken ring of high ground, while here

and there from the surface of the plain itself they tower

into isolated hills or hilly groups; but there is no extensive

area of mountains. The soil is generally sufficiently fertile,

the climate soft, and the limestone plains are carpeted with

that rich verdant pasture which has suggested the name of

the Emerald Isle. In such a region, so long as the people

are left free from foreign interference, there can be but

little to mar the gay, careless, childlike temperament of the

Celtic nature. If the country yields no vast wealth, it yet

can furnish with but little labour all the necessaries of live.

The Irishman is naturally attached to his holding. His

fathers for generations past have cultivated the same little

plots. He sees no reason why he should try to be better

than they, and he resents, as an injury never to be forgiven,
the attempt to remove him to where he may elsewhere

improve his fortunes. The Highlander, on the other hand,

has no such broad fertile plains around him. Placed in a

glen, separated from his neighbours in the next glens by

high ranges of rugged hills, he finds'a soil scant and stony,
a climate wet, cold, and uncertain. He has to fight with

the elements a never-ending battle, wherein he is often the

loser. The dark mountains that frown above him gather
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